SOL Digital Library - FAQ’s

What is the SOL Digital Library?
A Platform for Library and information centre of the open and distance learning system
of University of Delhi provisioning information resources and digitized content
accessible from anywhere at anytime using advanced technologies to enhance the
quality of education at par with the conventional educational system.

What are the advantages of SOL digital library?
SOL Digital library is a knowledge resource centre with digital resources related to the
disciplines of the courses of SOL.The objective is to procure, organize and
disseminate the information in different formats to the distance learners. It facilitates
URL’s database of e-books, e-journals, online web catalogue service, integrated ePustakdwar Portal, N-list, NDL and DELNET subscribed service.

How do I access for SOL Digital Library portal?
Anyone can simply type in the URL https://sol.du.ac.in/library/index.php/digitallibrary
into a common web browser to access the SOL digital Library portal.
What is e-Pustakdwar Portal of SOL Digital Library.
The portal is a framework of virtual repository of URLs of free and open learning
resources with a single window search. This innovative and unique in academic world,
SOL library has developed a portal "e-Pustakdwar” .This Portal is a single window
hassle-free integrated platform aims to provide packaged information for distance
learners of UG/PG related to CBCS/ LOCF curriculum containing SLM (Study Learning
Material), LSM (Learning Support Material), ELM (e-Learning Material), Books from
SOL library, Question papers, MCQ and Videos.

How do I access e-Pustakdwar Portal integrated in SOL Digital Library?
Click on link https://sol.du.ac.in/epustakdwar/index.php/en/ into a common web
browser to access the e-pustakdwar portal.

Who all can be benefited by SOL Digital library?
SOL digital library has been designed to benefit all kinds of distance learners like
students (of all levels), teachers, library users, professionals, differently abled users
and all other lifelong learners.

There are so many Library’s. How is SOL Digital library different from them?
SOL digital library India will provide a single window search facility to act as a onestop shop for all digital resources. Information can be personalized based on the
education level, choice of language, difficulty level, media of content and such other
factors while other Digital libraries may not include all these choices. This is like as
'customised service' provided in a 24x7 integrated environment to suit a user's
requirement.
Do I need a user-id, password for SOL digital Library portal?
The SOL digital Library portal is accessible to all distance learners for general
browsing. However, no user id and password login are required.

What are the steps to be followed to get access to e-resources for student’s?
All e-resources URL’s are provided in digital library portal. Click on particular URL and
directly go to available e-content provided. SOL study material is also linked to portal
for student’s access.

How to use and obtained information from these resources given below?
Some of the e-resources are NDL, N-list requires User id and password for access it.
NDL is open sources, so anyone may register itself and generate their own userid and
password. N-list is SOL subscribed service so password is provided by SOL Library.

What is the subject’s covered under SOL digital Library?
The SOL Digital Library covers all the disciplines of UG and PG courses.

Why Should I Join?
SOL digital library provides the best quality e- resources possibly. It will enable access
to all distance learners. It will facilitate access to e-resources for students and lifelong
learners by 24*7.

